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Abstract: With the development of grid computing, cloud computing and other large distributed network technology, users need them
to provide services of unlimited space and unlimited speed. In order to meeting this request of users, all the domains in these large
distributed networks need coordination for each other. For ensuring thesafety to access resources in all domains, we propose a cross-
domain union authentication scheme. We compute a large prime cyclic groupby elliptic curve, and use the direct decomposition of this
group to decompose automorphism groups ,and design an signcryptionscheme between domains by bilinear of automorphism group
to achieve cross-domain union authentication. This scheme overcome thecomplexity of certificate transmission and bottlenecks in the
scheme of PKI-based, and it can trace the entities and supports two-wayentities anonymous authentication, which avoid the domain
certificate authority counterfeiting its member to access cross-domain resources. Analyses show that its advantages on security and
communication-consumption.
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1 Introduction

Cross-domain authentication exist in many fields,
such as the authentication among multiple heterogeneous
domains within a virtual organization in the grid
environment [1], the roaming access authentication in the
environment of wireless network, etc. there are mainly
two cross-domain authentication frameworks in specific
environments: one is authentication framework (such as
Kerberos)[2] based on the symmetric key system. The
other is authentication framework based on traditional [3,
4,5], The management of credentials in public key
cryptography is a heavy burden in this scheme;
specifically, the consumptions is caused by the
construction of credential paths and the query of the
status of credentials and transfer of credentials .
References [6,7,8] proposed an identity-based
multi-domain authentication model, which is based on the
trust of the authority of the other side, and it requires the
key agreement parameters of all domains to be same, this
have limitations and it could not avoid the authority
faking members in its domain to cross-domain access
resources. Reference [9,10] adopt signcryption to

implement the authentication when users access resource
each other within the same domain, it is confined to a
single domain, so it is difficult to meet the needs of
large-scale distributed computing. Reference [11] extends
the scheme of reference [9], and make it to enable the
members from the difference domains to authenticate
each other, but the precondition of this solution is the
hypothesis that PKG of every domain is honest. The
cross-domain authentication alliance protocol proposed in
this paper, which designs based on inter-domain
signcryption. Each inter-domain authentication centers do
not have to set the same parameters for their keys in the
system, and the members in a domain register their
identities with blind keys other than their private keys to
avoid the authentication center faking and cheating his
members to access resource from other domains. At the
same time it has good anonymity, and it can trace entities
when there occurred dispute between two entities for
accessing resources and it has a good defense for various
protocol attacks.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Self-isomorphic Group of Finite Group

Let G be a group,AutG represents self-isomorphic
group of G, C(G) is the center ofG, < g > is an Abel
group generated byg. If G is a finite group, and|G| is the
order of G and |G| = pn(n > 0) , then G is defined as
p-group (p is a prime). LetQ be ap-Subgroup of a finite
groupG, and ifQ is the highest exponentiation ofp in the
factorization of|G|, thenQ is defined assylowp-subgroup
of G.

Theorem 1[12]. let G be a finite Abel group,
p1, p2, . . . , pn are all prime factors of|G|, Gpi(1≤ i ≤ n)
are the sylowp-subgroups ofG, which gives direct
product decomposition:G = Gp1×Gp2×·· ·×Gpi .

Theorem 2[12]. let G = G1×G2× ·· · ×Gn, if Ki is a
sub-group of Gi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) , and K1,K2, . . .Kn are
isomorphic for each other, and thenG hasn sub-groups
which are isomorphic for each other.

2.2 Bilinear Group

Firstly, we give the definition of bilinear map,
assuming thatG1,G2 and GT are multiplicative groups
with same prime orderp, p ≥ 2k + 1, k is the security
parameter, letG1 =< g1 > be generated byg1 and
G2 =< g2 > be generated byg2, ϕ is the isomorphic
mapping fromG1 to G2, ϕ(g1) = g2, the solution of
discrete logarithm over theG1 andG2 andGT is hard. and
e is a computable mapping, ande : G1×G2→ GT has the
following properties [13]:

1) Bilinear: For all theu ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 anda,b ∈ Zp,
thene(ua,vb) = e(u,v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: There existsu ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 such
thate(u,v) 6= 1.

3) Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to
computee(u,v) for all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2.

3 Cross-domain Alliance Authentication
Scheme Between Domains

In multi-domain alliance authentication system, the
type of authentication is chosen for each domain by
themselves demand without need a unified authentication
model, and inter-domain authentication should try to
adopt a common authentication way to achieve
cross-domain access interoperability [14].

3.1 System Initialization

Let the alliance domain containR domains, and
selectsR pairwise relatively prime large prime numbers to

form a set ofRs = ri|(i = 1,2, . . . ,R); and choose a big
prime p, compute a elliptic curveE/GF(P) that satisfies
WDH security hypothesis,G is a sub-group ofE/GF(P)
with high prime orderq (q = r1 × r2 × ·· · × ri), that
|G|= q. Let r1,r2, . . . . . . ,rn be all the prime factors of|G|,
that q = r1 × r2 × ·· · × rn. Let Gr j(1 ≤ j ≤ n) be
sylowr j -subgroups ofG. From Theorem 1, we know the
direct product decomposition of G:
G = Gr1 × Gr2 × ·· · × Gri , and we can constructR
sub-groups ofG that are isomorphism to each other
according to the Theorem 2, let this set ofsub-groups be
Gset = Gk|(1≤ k ≤ R). In the multi-domain unite
architecture, each domain select a different sub-group
Gk(1≤ k ≤ R) from setG as the key generator parameter
of the domain.

3.2 Inter-domain Authentication

1) Let D1 andD2 be two domains of alliance-domain ,
and D1 selects cyclic groupG1 =< g1 > as the key
generation parameter of its domain,D2 selects cyclic
groupG2 =< g2 > as the key generation parameter of its
domain ,g1 and g2 are the generators of the two cyclic
groups respectively. andG1 and G2 are the isomorphic
group in Gset, and e : G1×G2 → Gp is an efficiently
computable bilinear mapping, andh : {0,1}∗ → Zp is a
hash function, and the private / public key pairs of the two
domains are (ξ1,g

ξ1
1 ) and (ξ2,g

ξ2
2 ) respectively

(ξ1,ξ2 ∈ Zp), andH = e(gξ1
1 ,gξ2

2 ) is the mapping value of

the two public keysgξ1
1 andgξ2

2 .
2) Key distribution and register of members in a

domain: assume that domainD1 has n members within
the domain, andDAC1 (domain authority center) is the
domain authority center of the domainD1 with private
key ξ1, and the corresponding public key isPD1 = gξ1

1 ,

DAC1 computey = g

1
ξ
1 and senty to every member in the

domainD1,and each memberUDi in the domain selects
xi ∈ Zp as its own private key, and the corresponding
public key isPui = gxi

1 , and it computesregi = (y)xi , and
sentregi to the DAC1 as its register key to register. The
DAC1 establishes the relationship betweenregi and
identity ofUDi in order to track the certification.

3) Suppose a memberUD1 of the domainD1 wants to
access resources from the memberUD2 of the domainD2.
Assume that the private/public key pair ofUD1 is (x1,Pu1),
and its registered key isregu1. The private/public key pair
of UD2 is (x2,Pu2), and its registration key isregu2. The
public key ofDAC1 in domainD1 is PD1, and The public
key of DAC2 in domainD2 is PD2, Certification process is
as follows:

1© UD1 selects µ ∈ Zp, and computesT1 = gµ
1 ,

UD1

PD1 ,Pu1 ,regu1 ,T1
−−−−−−−−−→UD2;
2©UD2 check whethere(PD1,regu1) = e(Pu1,g1), if the

equation are equal to each other then selects the message
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m ∈ {0,1}∗, and computes the question value,
c← h(T1,m), UD1

c
←−UD2;

3©UD1 computess1← µ + cx1, UD1
s1−→UD2;

4© UD2 verifies the signature on the messagem,
whethergs1

1 = T1Pc
u1

.
If the signature is correct, it is valid inter-domain

signature.
If the verification holds, then theUD2 can prove that

UD1 is a number of league domain ,and its the public key
is PD1, this achieves the results of across multiple domains
authentication.

3.3 Session Key Agreement

1)UD2 chooses a random numberk2∈ Zp, and compute

f1 = Pk2
u1 , UD2→UD1 : (Pu2, f1);

2) UD1 can computeP
′

u1
= gk2

1 from f1 = Pk2
u1 with his

private keyx1, and then choose a random numberk1 ∈ Zp,

and computef2 = Pk1
u2 , UD1→UD2 : f2;

3) UD2 can computeP
′

u2
= gk1

2 from f2 = Pk1
u2 with his

private key x2; UD1 and UD2 compute their temporary
session keyPD1D2 = e(P

u
′
1,P
′
u2
) = e(g1,g2)

k1k2.

4 Performance Analysis

4.1 Correctness Analysis

Cross-domain alliance authentication protocol is
established based on inter-domain signature. In order to
ensure the safe authentication when the domains access
resources each other, the correctness of the signature must
be ensured for first time:

1) DAC that is not in the alliance-domain cannot be
valid inter-domain signature;

2) members that are not in the domains cannot be valid
inter-domain signature;

3) ensure the uniqueness of the internal member in a
domain.

e(PD1,regu1) =e(gξ1
1 ,g

x1

ξ1
1 )

=e(g1,g1)
x1

=e(gx1
1 ,g1)

=e(Pu1,g1)

(1)

gs1
1 = g(µ+cx1)

1 = gµ
1 gcx1

1 = T1Pc
u1

(2)

4.2 Anonymity

There can only determine that a user is a specific
member of a certain domain, but the identity of the

member can not be determined, and only hisDAC can
determine the identity of the member through registered
identity. The anonymity of cross-domain authentication
alliance protocol is designed by two steps:

1) User UD1 sends inter-domain public key
d pk = (g1,Pui ,regi,PD1,H) to UD2, andUD2 determines
UD1 from which domain with the equation
e(PD1,regu1) = e(Pu1,g1).

2) UD1 sends its signature toUD2, and UD2 can
determineUD1 is a specific member that not be faked by
others through verification whethergs1

1 = T1Pc
u1

, but does
not know the identity of the memberUD1.

4.3 Traceability

It is not an ideal method to design cross-domain
authentication alliance protocol based on the trust, and it
is impractical to let members to trust theDAC that is from
different domains, and it is must to provide reliable
certification to prove irregularities of a certain entity
when the disputes are occurred. This protocol is traceable
for that the verifier UD2 verify the expression
e(PD1,regu1) = (Pu1,g1) to ensure the relationship among
PD1,regu1 and Pu1, further to trace the identity of entity
UD1 by the registration information inDAC1.

4.4 Security Analysis

The security of cross-domain alliance authentication
protocol has two aspects: one is the security of the
inter-domain signature, the other is the security of the
authentication protocol. The security of the signature
method proposed in this article relies on the elliptic curve
discrete logarithmic problem. The security of this
authentication protocol as follows:

1) AgainstMIT M
Assume that mediatorUD3 attempt to attack this

protocol, it cannot achieve the consistency session key to
UD1 andUD2, becauseUD3 does not have the private key

x1 of UD1, and he cannot computeP
′

u1
= gk2

1 when
UD2 →UD1 : (Pu2, f1). Obviously he also cannot compute

P
′

u2
= gk1

2 . UD3 andUD1 or UD3 andUD2 cannot achieve
the consistent session key
PD1D2 = e(P

′

u1
,P
′

u2
) = e(g1,g2)

k1k2 at last.
2) Unforgeability
Any member orDAC

′
that is out of the alliance-domain

cannot fake theDAC that is in the alliance-domain, and
any member within a domain cannot fake other members
to achieve cross-domain access resource.

1© Assume that anyDAC
′

that is out of the alliance-
domain can fake the public keyPD1 of DAC1 in domain
D1. He has not the corresponding private key ofDAC1, and
the verificatione(PD1,regu1) = e(Pu1,g1) will be fail. If a
numberUD3 fake the numberUD1 to achieve cross-domain
access resource, the signature ofUD3 will be fail.
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2© Assume that the memberDAC1 in the domainD1
fakes the numberUD1 to access the resource of member
UD2 within another domainD2, because the private keyx1
of UD1 is not published, even if theDAC1 of domainD1 can
fake the identity of memberUD1 with identityU

′

D1
to send

d pt = (g1,Pui ,regi,PD1,H) toUD2, and this can only prove
that U

′

D1
is a member in the domainD1, but U

′

D1
do not

know the private keyx1 of UD1, therefore the verification
signature ofU

′

D1
will be fail.

3) Against replay attack
The session key used during the communication

between two domains is in one-time key, and thus it can
defense replay attack.

4.5 Consumption Analysis

The consumption of computation and communication
is from signature verification and key consultation. The
computation consumptions are shown in Table 1. This

Table 1: Computation Consumptions of The Protocol

Times of
computation of
key agreement

Times of computation
of authentication

protocols

Type of
computation

1 2 Bilinear pairing
4 2 Multiplication
0 3 Exponentiation
0 1 Hash
0 0 Addition

protocol needs 2 bilinear pairing, 2 multiplications, 3
exponentiation computation, 1 hash and 1 addition for the
process of the signature verification and it needs
4multiplications, 1 bilinear pairing for the process of the
session key consultation. The communication: one is
signature verification and the other is key consultation,
the signature verification needs 3 information transfers,
and the key consultation needs 2 information transfers.

5 Conclusion

The scheme of cross-domain alliance-authentication
purposed in this article can ensure the security while
share the resource among multiple domains. The
anonymity can protect the privacy of each entity, and each
entity can access cross-domain resources needless the
intervention of the key authentication center, which
provide good flexibility. It can avoid the bottleneck
problem and the complexity of the transfer tickets of the
traditional pattern based on PKI. It is safe and practical.
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